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ABSTRACT

Engineers and therefore engineering education are challenged by the increasing 
complexity of questions to be answered globally. The education of future engineers 
therefore has to answer with curriculums that build up relevant skills. This chapter 
will give an example how to bring engineering and social responsibility successful 
together to build engineers of tomorrow. Through the integration of gender and 
diversity perspectives, engineering research and teaching is expanded with new 
perspectives and contents providing an important potential for innovation. Aiming 
on the enhancement of engineering education with distinctive competencies beyond 
technical expertise, the teaching approach introduced in the chapter represents 
key factors to ensure that coming generations of engineers will be able to meet 
the requirements and challenges a changing globalized world holds for them. The 
chapter will describe how this approach successfully has been implemented in the 
curriculum in engineering of a leading technical university in Germany.
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INTRODUCTION

Global challenges, megatrends and political developments are influencing societies 
worldwide. Engineers create technical solutions for the resulting diverse challenges 
and therefore are shaping societies and trends with their work. As global develop-
ments change, so does the complexity of professional requirements set on engineers 
(Thursby, Fuller & Thursby, 2009). Consequently, internationally, engineering 
education is discussed beyond the mere imparting of technical knowledge, but also 
integrates skills that prepare future engineers to create socially responsible, sustain-
able solutions for global societies. Despite the commonality, there are variety of 
strategies and opinions on how to approach this challenge in order to realize this 
engineering education. 

This chapter describes a new approach which aims at yielding socially responsible 
engineers, through the distinguishing means of gender and diversity integration into 
engineering education, research, and practice. 

The aforementioned approach is based on a theoretical concept which is trans-
ferred into a practical approach in teaching and research. On the following pages, 
said practical concept will be elucidated by a best practice example of a course 
which has been very successfully applied at RWTH Aachen University, one of the 
leading technical universities in Germany and, one of the seven nation-wide Excel-
lence Universities.

“MADE IN GERMANY” - ENGINEERING 
EDUCATION IN GERMANY

Historically German engineering had its origins in military crafts, evolving into the 
civic sector when a growing demand for technical applications in a broad scope 
of fields emerged due to the increasing use of technology during industrialization. 
To meet these new challenges engineering education found its way from military 
academies to universities. Since its commencement thru up until today engineering 
has always been a key factor for technological progress and economic prosperity 
(Knoll & Ratzer, 2010).

“Made in Germany” stands for the high reputation of German engineering world-
wide. Hence, German engineering graduates are ranked among the international elite 
because of their profound professional expertise and leadership competencies. Thus, 
engineering presents the flagship discipline within the scientific profile of amongst 
leading German universities. The longstanding tradition of women absence within 
the military constitutes a strongly male-dominated and conservative disciplinary 
culture, shaping persistent institutional structures, stable curricula contents, and 
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